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• Revisions proposed as result of periodic review:
  – Revisions needed to clean-up outdated language and ensure language follows current processes
  – Minor revisions needed to correct grammar, spelling, punctuation, consistency of terms, and document references
• Revisions needed to introduce EFDH, EMDH and EPDH to replace EFPOH, EMPOH and EPPOH
• Replacing antiquated terms
  – Introducing derated hours to replace partial outage hours
    • EFDH – Equivalent Forced Derated Hours
      – Replacing EFPOH, Equivalent Forced Partial Outage Hours
    • EMDH – Equivalent Maintenance Derated Hours
      – Replacing EMPOH, Equivalent Maintenance Partial Outage Hours
    • EPDH – Equivalent Planned Derated Hours
      – Replacing EPPOH, Equivalent Planned Partial Outage Hours
  – Correct formatting for $\text{EFOR}_D$ to $\text{EFOR}_d$
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